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We measured strand breaks of pBR322 plasmid DNA irradiated with ultrasoft X-rays using monochro-
matic synchrotron radiation as a light source. Three photon energies, 388, 435 and 573 eV, a value below
and above the nitrogen K-edge and above the oxygen K-edge, respectively, were chosen for the irradiation
experiments as they have an equivalent photon transmittance of the sample. Irradiated DNA was analyzed
by agarose gel electrophoresis and the numbers of single-and double-strand breaks (ssb and dsb) were
determined by measuring the band intensity on the gel after ethidium bromide staining. The action cross-
sections for the ssb and dsb slightly increased with the photon energy. The ratio between 388 and 573 eV
was about 1.5 for both forms of strand breaks. The absorbed energy required for a strand break was about 60
eV for ssb and 1 keV for dsb, less than one fifth of the values obtained previously in the 2 keV region. On the
other hand, the absorbed energies per strand break, as well as the ratio of the action cross-section for the ssb
to that for the dsb, were constant regardless of the photon energy used. The K-shell photoabsorption on
carbon, nitrogen and oxygen atoms in the DNA molecule, followed by an Auger cascade, induced DNA
strand breaks with a constant efficiency in terms of the absorbed energy. These results indicate that the
strand breaks of the DNA molecule in the solid state are mainly caused by the photo- and Auger-electrons
and the efficiency of the strand breaks little depends on the atoms ejecting these secondary electrons.

INTRODUCTION

Monochromatic ultrasoft X-rays below 1 keV are an attractive light source for selecting an
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146 A. YOKOYA ET AL.

exclusive K-shell photoabsorption on carbon (284 eV), nitrogen (410 eV) or oxygen (543 eV) in
biological materials, followed by the ejection of low energy secondary electrons from the target
atom. Theoretical analysis has predicted that such low-energy electron tracks produce dense ion-
ization and thus cause local multiple damage to DNA molecules, which is critical to the radiobio-
logical consequences1–3). On the other hand, studies of the DNA lesions induced by ultrasoft
X-rays have suffered from the lack of a monochromatic photon source intense enough to induce
detectable amounts of molecular damage in this energy region.

An advanced X-ray irradiation technique utilizing synchrotron radiation as the photon source
has advanced studies into the radiobiological effects of monochromatic soft X-rays4–6): the K-
shell photoabsorption effects of phosphorus atoms on the molecular dissociation of DNA or
relative compounds have been investigated using 2.1 keV photons7–10). In the energy region be-
low 1 keV excluding the UV region, however, little is known as to the irradiation effects on the
DNA molecule. X-ray Absorption Near-Edge Structure (XANES) spectra of DNA were mea-
sured around the carbon and nitrogen K-edge using a high resolution monochromator combined
with synchrotron-radiation-beamlines11,12). It would be interesting to elucidate how the absorp-
tion structure affects the induction of DNA damage.

In this report, the photoabsorption spectrum of DNA was measured in the ultrasoft X-ray
region using thin DNA film as a basis for radiobiological studies. Based on obtained absolute
absorption cross-sections around the nitrogen and oxygen K-edge, three photon energies pen-
etrating the sample for the same depth were selected as the irradiation energies. The action cross-
sections of the single- and double strand breaks (ssb and dsb) of pBR322 plasmid DNA in the
solid state were determined and converted to energies required per ssb and dsb using the absorp-
tion cross sections.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of thin DNA films for measurement of the absorption spectrum
Calf thymus DNA (Na salt, type 1) (Sigma Co., St. Louis, USA) was dissolved in distilled

water at three different concentrations, 1.24 , 0.62 and 0.33 mg/ml. The DNA solutions (100 ml)
were dried on a Ni mesh support (28 ¥ 28 mm2 pore size; 17 mm space; 10 mm thickness; Dainippon
Screen Co., Kyoto, Japan). Dry DNA films of each thickness were prepared as circular samples
of 9 mm diameter. The sample was supported by a sample holder made of acrylic resin.

The surface of the films was observed with a Nomarski interference microscope (MRC-600,
Bio-Rad, California, USA). No pinhole or breakage was observed for the two thicker samples.
However, several pin-holes were observed for the thinnest sample, and thus for absorption mea-
surements, an area without pinholes was selected using a stainless steel orifice (2 ¥ 2 mm) glued
to the sample holder.

To estimate the surface density of the film, the UV absorbance of the DNA films was mea-
sured with a UV spectrometer (DU-65 spectrometer, Beckman, California, USA) in ambient air
(about 50% relative humidity) with reference to a Ni mesh without DNA. The light scattering
component of the samples below 300 nm was estimated by extrapolating the absorption spectrum
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STRAND BREAKS IN SOLID DNA BY ULTRASOFT X-RAYS 147

Table 1. Surface density of the DNA films measured with UV-
absorbance.

Sample Absorbance Surface densitya

at 260 nm (g/m2)

1 0.46 0.139
2 1.21 0.365
3 2.82 0.852

aThe values include the bound water (2.5 molecules per nucleotide).

between 710 nm and 340 nm, and subtracted from the measured absorbance in order to obtain the
net absorbance. The net absorbance at 260 nm was converted to the surface density of DNA using
the factor, 0.27 g/m2 (= 0.50/1.88) per unit absorbance at 260 nm, based on the following as-
sumption: the absorbance of the dry DNA at about 50% relative humidity is 1.88 times higher
than that of the wet DNA13), and wet DNA of 0.50 g/m2 gives one unit of absorbance at 260 nm14).
Furthermore, dry DNA at 0% relative humidity or in a vacuum inevitably contains bound water
molecules; we adopted the value of 2.5 bound water molecules per nucleotide15), so the DNA film
in vacuum consists of 0.88 parts DNA and 0.12 parts water. The calculated surface densities of
the DNA films thus obtained are listed in Table 1.

Ultrasoft X-ray absorption spectrum of DNA film
Ultrasoft X-ray absorption was measured at the beamline 12A equipped with a 2m-spherical

grating monochromator in the Photon Factory (PF), Institute for Materials Structure Science. The
energy resolution, E/DE, was about 300 and 1000 with a slit width of 100 and 20 mm, respec-
tively. The photon energy was calibrated with the resonance peak of the 1s state to the p*
antibonding state of nitrogen (400.96 eV) and oxygen molecule (530.8 eV)16) by measuring the
photoabsorption spectrum of air.

A schematic layout of the measurement system is shown in Fig. 1. The DNA films were set
in the vacuum chamber for biological irradiation experiments6). The beam was adjusted to a 2 ¥
2 mm2 area with a cross-screen steel slit set at the upper stream of an Au mesh monitor. The
intensity of the beam was measured by an Au plate downstream of the sample as a photoelectron
current, and monitored by an Au mesh set upstream of the sample. Transmittance (T) was given
by the ratio of Au-plate output over Au-mesh output between the DNA sample and the reference
sample (Ni-mesh support without DNA); absorbance is –log10T.

The uniformity of the sample thickness was surveyed as follows: the transmittance was
measured by scanning the sample at 200 mm steps in both the vertical and horizontal direction
using a narrow beam of 200 mm diameter at 900 eV, at which high transmittances (about 50% for
the thickest sample) ensured enough intensity. The relative errors of the absorbance of the samples
are indicated by error bars in Fig. 4.
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Plasmid DNA sample for irradiation experiments
pBR322 plasmid DNA solution (1 mg/ml in a buffer of 10 mM tris and 1mM EDTA (pH

8.0); Takara, Japan) was diluted with the same volume of distilled, double-deionized water. One
ml of the solution was dried in air on a hydrophilic area (2×2 mm2) of a glass plate, of which the
peripheral area was made hydrophobic with a spray (Polyfron Spray Wax, Osaka, Japan). The
dry DNA film contained 0.5 mg DNA and 0.9 mg of the buffer solute in an area of 2×2 mm2 with
0.35 g/m2 thickness, and differed from the samples in our previous study (1 mg DNA and 0.54 mg
of the buffer solute10)) in which the pBR322 DNA purified from Escherichia coli cells harboring
the plasmid was used. The mass fraction in the produced pBR322 DNA sample was 0.341 for
DNA, 0.046 for bound water and 0.613 for the buffer solute.

Monochromatic ultrasoft X-ray irradiation
The plasmid DNA samples were irradiated with monochromatic ultrasoft X-rays at the three

photon energies of 388, 435 and 573 eV, corresponding to a value below and above the nitrogen
K-edge (410 eV) and above the oxygen K-edge (543 eV), respectively. We chose these three
photon energies as they penetrated to the same depth in the sample (see RESULTS). The total
mass photoabsorption coefficients of the sample were calculated as the weighted averages of
DNA cross-sections obtained in this paper and of the buffer solutes calculated from values the
tabulated by Henke et al17).

The photon flux of the beam was measured using a photodiode (AXUV-100, International
Radiation Detectors Inc., California, USA) in stead of the ionization chamber we used in our
previous work10) because the strong attenuation of the ultrasoft X-rays prevented us from extract-

Fig. 1. Schematic layout for ultrasoft X-ray photoabsorption spectrum measurement.
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STRAND BREAKS IN SOLID DNA BY ULTRASOFT X-RAYS 149

ing the beam into the air . The output current of 1 nA from the photodiode at the photon energy of
500 eV is calculated to be equivalent to 4.54×107 photons·sec–1, assuming the quantum effi-
ciency of the diode to be 3.63 eV/electron as recommended by the maker.

The correction factors for the decrease in the ultrasoft X-ray intensity in the sample were
calculated using

(1 – exp(– s (m/r)sample))/ s (m/r)sample, (1)

where s is the surface density (0.35 g/m2; see above) of the sample, and the factors are shown in
the fifth column of Table 3.

Estimation of the absorbed dose
The absorbed dose (Gy) is given by the following equation from the photon fluence (m–2)

after the correction by the correction factor (equation 1):

Absorbed dose = photon fluence ¥ [E×1.6 ¥ 10–19 (m/r)sample×103], (2)

where E is the photon energy in eV, 1.6×10–19 J per eV, (m/r)sample the mass absorption cross
section in m2/g, and 103 g per kg. The (m/r)sample and the calculated conversion factor are listed in
Table 3.

Measurement of single- and double-strand breaks
The DNA sample was redissolved in 25 ml of Tris-EDTA buffer (10 mM tris and 1mM

EDTA (pH 8.0); Takara, Japan), supplemented with a 1/10 volume of loading buffer (40% su-
crose and 0.25% bromophenol blue) and placed in a slot of the 1.7% agarose gel. Electrophoresis
was carried out at 4.2 V/cm for 3 hours at 4°C in a TAE buffer (40 mM Tris, 5 mM sodium
acetate and 1 mM EDTA, adjusted to pH 7.8 with acetic acid). After staining with ethidium
bromide, fluorescence images were taken with a CCD camera, and the DNA amount was deter-
mined by measuring the fluorescence intensity. The numbers of single and double strand breaks
were calculated using the equation described by Povirk et al18).

RESULTS

Ultrasoft X-ray photoabsorption spectra of the DNA film
Figure 2 shows the photoabsorption spectra of the DNA film at a resolution of 300 ( the

entrance and exit slit were 100 mm). Large resonance peaks were observed at 407 and 540 eV
around the nitrogen and oxygen K-edge structure. At a higher resolution (1000 with 20 mm slits),
the peak on the oxygen K-edge split into two, a large peak at 541 eV and a small one at 532 eV
(Fig. 3).

The absorbance of the DNA at several photon energies plotted against the sample surface
density showed a linear relationship (Fig. 4), indicating Lambert’s law (–log10(T) = md, where T
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Fig. 2. Ultrasoft X-ray absorption spectra of thin DNA films with three different thicknesses around the nitrogen and
oxygen K-edge (slits 100 mm). The sample numbers correspond to those in Table 1.

Fig. 3. Fine structure of the absorption spectrum of the DNA film (sample 2) around the oxygen K-edge with higher
energy resolution (slits 20 mm).
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STRAND BREAKS IN SOLID DNA BY ULTRASOFT X-RAYS 151

is transmittance, m is absorption coefficient and d is thickness of the material) is applicable to our
data. Thus, the slopes of the lines indicate the mass photoabsorption cross-sections, m/r (m2/g) of
the DNA film at each energy, which are listed in Table 2. The absorption cross-sections of the
DNA molecule without the bound water were obtained as {(absorption cross-section of sample)
– (absorption cross-section of water)×(mass fraction of water)} / (mass fraction of DNA), which
is easily derived from the definition, (absorption cross-section) = (absorbance) / (surface den-
sity). The absorption cross-sections of water were calculated using tabulated values17), and the
mass fractions of water and DNA were 0.12 and 0.88 (see MATERIALS AND METHODS).

The mass photoabsorption cross-section of DNA can be calculated by summing the cross-
sections of each element, (m/r)i, and multiplying by the weight fraction of the atoms as follows:

S (m/r)i · ni · Mi / S ni · Mi,

where ni is the number of i element in a DNA molecule, and Mi is the atomic weight of the
element. The values at measured photon energies were obtained by the interpolation of tabulated
values17). Using (adenine + thymine) : (guanine + cytosine) = 1 : 1.35 in the calf thymus DNA
molecule19), the abundance of atoms per nucleotide pair in the DNA sodium salt was obtained, H;
22.57, C; 19.57, N; 7.42, O; 13.42, P; 2.00 and Na; 2.00. The calculated values were in good
agreement with the experimental ones at the off-resonance peak energy (Table 2).

Photoabsorption cross-sections of the pBR322 DNA sample which consisted of one part
DNA (including bound water) and 1.8 parts buffer solutes were calculated at the irradiation ener-
gies as weighted averages of the cross-sections of both components. The cross-sections of the

Fig. 4. Linear relationship between the absorbance shown in Fig. 2 and the surface densities of the three DNA films at
350, 450, 500, 600 and 650 eV. The lines were drawn by the least squares method. The bars on the points
indicate the relative errors (see MATERIALS AND METHODS).
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Table 2. Mass photoabsorption cross-sections (m/r) of the DNA film containing 2.5
bound water molecules per nucleotide, and those calculated using the tabu-
lated values of Henke et al17).

Photon Mass photoabsorption cross-section (m/r) Ratio

energy (m2/g) (measured/calculated)

(eV) Measureda Calculated

350 1.24 (1.41)b ± 0.13 1.48 0.84
388c 1.05 (1.19) ± 0.11 1.13 0.93
435c 1.01 (1.14) ± 0.11 1.24 0.81
450 0.94 (1.06) ± 0.10 1.09 0.86
500 0.75 (0.86) ± 0.08 0.86 0.87
573c 1.06 (1.20) ± 0.10 1.25 0.85
600 0.96 (1.09) ± 0.09 1.11 0.87
650 0.83 (0.94) ± 0.08 0.91 0.91

a (value measured for the sample area of 2¥ 2 mm2) ± (variation within the area esti-
mated using a narrow beam of 200 mm), for details see MATERIALS AND METH-
ODS.

b values for DNA without bound water (see RESULTS).
c These photon energies were used for irradiation of pBR322 plasmid DNA.

Table 3. Mass photoabsorption cross-section (m/r), correction factor for the decrease in the X-ray
intensity in the sample and conversion factor from photon fluence (m–2) to absorbed dose
(Gy) for DNA sample.

Photon (m/r) (m2/g) Correction Conversion
energy

DNAa Buffer DNA sample factord factor (¥ 10–14)e

(eV) soluteb with bufferc

388 1.05 1.29 1.20 0.817 7.46
435 1.01 1.26 1.16 0.822 8.08
573 1.06 1.24 1.17 0.821 10.74

a Cited from Table 2 for DNA with 2.5 bound water molecules per nucleotide.
b The values were calculated by summing the cross-sections of each constituent element, which were

obtained by interpolation of values tabulated by Henke et al17) multiplied by the weight fraction of
the element10).

c (m/r)sample = 0.387×(m/r)DNA + 0.613 ¥ (m/r)buffer, because the mass fraction of the sample was
0.387 for DNA including the bound water and 0.613 for the buffer solute (see MATERIALS AND
METHODS).

d See equation 1 in MATERIALS AND METHODS.
e The factor for converting from photon fluence (m–2) to absorbed dose (Gy) calculated by equation

2 in MATERIALS AND METHODS.

pBR322 DNA were assumed to be the same as those experimentally measured for calf thymus
DNA (see Table 2). The cross-sections of the buffer solutes were calculated based on the compo-
sition of atom, H; 13.2, C; 5.0, N; 1.2, O; 3.8, Na; 0.3, Cl; 0.5610). The estimated total cross-
sections (Table 3) agree within 3% at the three photon energies. Based on the spectrum thus
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STRAND BREAKS IN SOLID DNA BY ULTRASOFT X-RAYS 153

obtained, we chose three photon energy, 388, 435 and 573 eV, for selectively irradiating the K-
shell of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen, respectively, without changing the penetration depth in the
sample.

Induction of strand breaks
The number of ssb (nssb) or dsb (ndsb) linearly increased with the fluence as plotted in Fig. 5

for all ultrasoft X-ray energies. The slopes of the lines represent the action cross-sections of the

Table 4. Cross-section of pBR322 plasmid DNA for strand-break induction, number of
photoabsorption per strand break and energy required for a strand break.

Photon Cross-section (¥ 10–18m2) Number of photo- absorbed energy

energy
Actiona Absorption absorption per required

(eV) of DNAb strand breakc
for a strand

break (eV/sb)d

ssb dsb ssb dsb ssb dsb

388 37 2.0 6.1 0.16 3.1 60 1140
435 39 2.1 5.8 0.15 2.8 62 1150
573 52 3.0 6.1 0.12 2.0 62 1070

a The cross-sections were reciprocals of the photon fluence giving one strand break.
b Absorption cross-sections (m2/g) of DNA without bound water (Table 2) were converted to
m2/molecule by multiplying by the molecular weight of the pBR322 molecule (4.79×10–18 g).

c (Absorption cross-section)/(action cross-section).
d See RESULTS.

Fig. 5. Induction of ssb (a) and dsb (b) in the plasmid at three photon energies. The lines were fitted by the least-squares
method.
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DNA strand breaks per fluence (Table 4). The cross-sections for both of the strand breaks slightly
increased with the photon energy; the ratio between 388 and 573 eV was 1.4 for ssb and 1.5 for
dsb. On the other hand, the absorption cross-sections of DNA were relatively constant over this
energy range, indicating that the ratio of the absorption cross-section to the action cross-section,
in other words the number of photons absorbed per strand break per molecule, decreased with
increasing photon energy. The ratios between the ssb and the dsb did not seem to depend on the
photon energy (ranging from 17 to 18) in this energy region.

The photon fluence required to induced one strand break was the reciprocal of the action
cross-section and converted to the absorbed dose (Gy) using the factor in Table 3. These ab-
sorbed doses multiplied by the weight of the pBR322 DNA (4.79×10–18 g) and by 6.24×1018 eV
per J were the absorbed energies in eV per strand break (the last two columns of Table 4). These
energies were constant regardless of the photon energy, and this constancy will be discussed in
the Discussion.

DISCUSSION

Photoabsorption cross-section of DNA in the ultrasoft X-ray region
The mass photoabsorption cross-section of DNA was experimentally determined for the

first time around the nitrogen and oxygen K-edge in the ultrasoft X-ray region using Lambert’s
law.  For an exact estimation of the number of photons absorbed by the sample for the irradiation
experiments, the values obtained here would be more accurate than the calculated ones which are
not valid at or near the resonance peaks. It is noteworthy that the values measured at the off-
resonance peaks matched well those calculated using the tabulated values17). Though the differ-
ence between the two kinds of values was within the range of experimental error (Table 2), a
closer look reveals that the experimental values were slightly smaller than the calculated ones.
This may be explained by the uncertainty as to the number of bound water molecules in DNA: we
assumed a value of 2.5 bound water molecules per nucleotide15) in the calculation.

Initial photoabsorption sites and strand break induction
In the energy region of this experiment, the photons are predominantly absorbed by K-shell

electrons of the carbon, nitrogen and oxygen atoms in DNA. We examined how these K-shell
photoabsorptions affect the induction of the DNA strand breaks at three photon energies with the
same photoabsorption cross-section, which enabled us to directly compare the efficiency of the
strand breaks between these energies without the need to consider photon-beam attenuation in
the sample. The results (Table 4) clearly showed that the energies required for a strand break
were constant at 388, 435 and 573 eV.

To show quantitatively the difference in photoabsorption sites at the three photon energies,
fractions of the K-shell and other shells of photoabsorption cross-sections of each atom in the
DNA sample were calculated as follows: the logarithm of the mass photoabsorption coefficients17)

was plotted against the –log10 (photon energy), and the ratio of the two parts of the coefficients,
one of which is originated from the K-shell photoabsorption and one from other shells, was
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STRAND BREAKS IN SOLID DNA BY ULTRASOFT X-RAYS 155

estimated from the linear interpolation on the graph. Thus, the photoabsorption cross-sections of
the K-shell and other shells were obtained using the ratios and the weighted atomic composition
of the sample (Table 5). The largest photoabsorption site is the K-shell of carbon at 388 and 435
eV and of oxygen at 543 eV. In spite of the difference in major photoabsorption sites, the energy
required for a strand break did not depend on the photon energy (Table 4), indicating that the
efficiencies of the strand break induction on the basis of absorbed dose were constant regardless
of the K-photoabsorption sites. Concerning the phosphorus K-absorption (around 2153 eV), simi-
lar conclusions had been obtained for the strand break induction of pBR322 plasmid DNA10),
dissociation of pentadeoxythymidylic acid8) and 2’-deoxyadenylyl-(3’-5’)-2’-deoxyadenosine7).
These results showed that a marked change of the strand-break efficiency would not be caused by
soft X-rays within the narrow energy range around the K-edges in a solid DNA molecule.

The absorbed energies in eV per strand break listed in the last two columns of Table 4 were
about 60 eV for ssb and 1 keV for dsb. These values were considerably smaller than those ob-
tained in our previous work using 2.1 keV photon (about 0.35 keV for ssb and 8 keV for dsb10)).
The ratio of the action cross-sections for the ssb to those of the dsb ranging from 17 to 18 were
about two thirds of the values in the 2.1 keV region. Our data may be compared with those of dry
pBR322 plasmid DNA irradiated with g-rays under vacuum conditions21). The present values
were one third of values in the literature; 180 eV for ssb and 3.2 keV for dsb (the unit has been
converted to the unit of eV per strand break to make a direct comparison with our data), though
the ssb/dsb ratio of 18 was in good agreement with the present values. Comparisons between the
data for independent photon sources should be made carefully because of deferent irradiation
conditions such as DNA concentration, the presence of additives, and different methods of do-
simetry. Although further studies are no doubt needed in respect of these experimental condi-
tions, it would be plausible to assume that the ultrasoft X-ray photons under 1 keV are more
efficient than the higher energy photons, 2.1 keV and g-ray photons.

The initial energy spectrum of the secondary electrons
The secondary electron equilibrium was considered to hold in the dried sample because the

sample thickness (0.35 g/m2, see MATERIALS AND METHODS) was fourteen times larger
than the maximum range (2.5×10–2 g/m2) of the secondary electrons with the highest energy
(0.52 keV)20) and than the continuous-slowing-down approximation range (2.52×10–2 g/m2) of
0.5 keV electrons in solid dry DNA22). This fact proves the absorbed dose concept is applicable to

Table 5. Fractional contribution of the photoabsorption cross-sections of each atom constituting the pBR322
DNA sample.

Photon Carbon Nitrogen Oxygen
Other atoms

(eV) K-shell Others K-shell Others K-shell Others

388 0.663 0.022 – 0.013 – 0.067 0.235
435 0.507 0.017 0.230 0.007 – 0.050 0.189
573 0.264 0.009 0.130 0.004 0.466 0.025 0.102
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our experiments.
The initial energy spectrum of the secondary electrons in the sample at the three photon

energies was calculated using the mass photoabsorption cross-sections in Table 5. The energies
of the Auger electrons and the branching ratio of each Auger transition were used in the tables by
Coghlan et al23). The fluorescent yields of each element were taken into account using the theo-
retical data24). The calculated spectra in 100 eV intervals are shown in Fig. 6, and indicate that the
secondary electrons predominantly distributed from 100 to 400 eV at the photon energy of 388
and 435 eV, but at 573 eV, the electrons above 400 eV mainly originated from the KLL Auger
electrons of the oxygen atom. Our experimental data showed that the difference of energy spectra
of the secondary electrons among the photon energies would not affect the number of strand
breaks per absorbed dose.
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